Year 10 Media Studies Summer A
Home Working
TV Science Fiction Drama: Doctor Who & Class
For this half term, I have created a series of tasks that you can complete at home to revise
the TV Science Fiction Drama unit.
Tasks:
Watch the following programmes that are available on You Tube, BBC I player and Netflix.
The first Doctor Who Episode – An Unearthly Child
Class – The Pre -Title Sequence (The music and images that start the programme)
Class – Episodes 1 – 4 (The exam focuses in on ‘Co- Owner of a Lonely Heart’)

Create a series of ten bullet points on each of the following topics:
Doctor Who
•

How does An Unearthly Child demonstrate that it is a science fiction drama? (20)

•

The first episode of Doctor Who was thought to have reflected social, political and
cultural issues of its time. Discuss (20)
(or)

•

How does Susan reflect the changes in society in the 1960s? (20)

Class
•

Class was marketed as a science fiction drama. What elements do we see of this in
the pre title sequence and ‘Co -Owner of a Lonely Heart’ (20)

•

The characters in Class reflect 21st century Britain and its values. Discuss. (20)

Creating your Bullet Point Lists:
You can either keep it simple by just writing down a series of ten pieces of evidence from
the programmes that you would use in each question.
(or)
You can set your 10 points out as 10 TATS in a chart each time as we do in class.
Remember this is (Technique, Analysis, Theory)

End of Unit Assessment:
Choose one of the tasks above to complete as an exam answer.

Close Study Booklets:
You can create your own class notes from each booklet provided if you have time as well.

Last Term’s Work:
You can still complete work from the material I set before Easter too.
Keep work in whatever format you can. It can be handwritten or typed.

Any questions, then ask your parents to send this to admin@stewardsacademy.org and put
it for my attention. Please do not feel that you have to complete everything, just do what
you can, but there is plenty to be getting on with here, if you are able to do so.

Keep safe and well.
Miss Francis

